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Abstract. Java applications have the highest numbers of users. However, the quality of the java
applications is a known problem. Thus, the better testing has been research to apply on java
applications for better quality which is mutation analysis for java applications. First, identify the
state-of-the-art mutation technique for java applications. Second, identify the mutation operators for
java applications that will make the java applications have good quality. Finally, the suitable
mutation operators will be implementing to the java applications test case. This is particularly
problematic because lack of approach of mutation analysis for java applications. For these reasons,
this research proposes suitable mutation operators for java applications.
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7. 1 Introduction
When programmers develop a java applications there is some testing need to be done. The
testing is to check whether the applications fulfill all the requirements and suitable to the user.
The problem is some testing is ineffective. There is some faults can affect the applications in the
future that cannot be capture during testing phase. The solution is to use mutation testing on java
applications which is still immature and rarely used.
Testing java applications using an automated testing tool between various mobile platforms has
been conducted, but the results do not always match the actual mobile network, a network that
makes the test becomes weaker and normal test does not support more than one smart device for
testing java applications for mobile [10]. Testing mobile applications have many limitations
according to the following issues which is different mobile operating system, mobile network
traffic and variety of type of mobile devices. Furthermore, testing conduct on context-based on
java applications is not many have been done. In addition, testing on context-based on java
applications is also difficult to found.
A variety of mobile platforms, limitations in the simulator, the boundaries of mobile hardware
devices, multiple network types and configurations, and rapid application development of mobile
applications make the java applications test become more challenging, time consuming and
expensive process [1].
In particular, this research will propose to use the mutation analysis to java applications, highend testing techniques known to produce test powerful and robust [5]. The advantages and
limitation will be compared and documented. The comparison between the different approaches
of mutation testing but need to find the same fault will be documented. Mutation testing always
use for testing on web applications not for both web and mobile applications which is java
applications used to developed the applications. Thus, java applications are different from
traditional software and others applications that use others language. When apply mutation
testing on java applications, need to develop different testing technique because of the mutation
testing on java applications still immature and lack of capability to support the testing.

2 Related Works
Mutation testing will be applied to the java applications where the mutation testing is high end
testing technique that is known for yielding powerful tests. Test than kill those mutants expected
to have many faults in the use of the features [5].
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In this research, mutation testing will be reviewed from other related works and the suitable
mutation testing technique and operators will be selected. The selected mutation testing
technique and operators will be implements to the case study which is java applications. The
result will determine the quality of the testing and the quality of the java applications.
The existing works is the review about others work on mutation testing analysis. The review is
about the mutation testing for applications that has been developed. The review of the
applications is divided to web applications and mobile applications using java language and it is
a java applications.
a.

Web Applications

According to others [14], to get the strong test criteria, mutation analysis is fault-based
techniques that provide the strong test criteria. This technique injects artificial fault into the
software that being tested. Fault injection made by the mutation operators that represent the type
of fault that want to explore. To expose the damage in the JS program, we need to define the
mutation operator with a focus on the characteristics of the JavaScript and in order to conduct an
analysis of the characteristics of the JavaScript; we define the mutation operator based on the
analysis results [14].
To identify the common mistake in applications we suggest the following JavaScript -specific
mutation operator to understand the common mistakes in JavaScript programs from the point of
view of the programmer [12].
In conclusion, in order to implement mutation testing to the web applications, some mutation
operators need to be defining based on the characteristics of the JavaScript.
b.

Mobile Applications

Although mutation testing is one way to create more effective test suite, along with error
detection to a new level for software developers, which creates a more effective test suite, testers
can be more confident that the program sufficiently tested [17]. The categories of mutation
operators for Java Agent Development framework (JADE) Mobile Agent System (MAS) are:
Agent setup and creation, Mobility, Agent message passing, and Agent behavior [17]. Table 1
Show the list of JADE mutation operators [17].
Table 1 : JADE MUTATION OPERATORS

From this finding, some of the mutation operators and technique from the existing works can be
derive and implement to the case study. The suitable mutation operators will be selected from the
related works and will be implemented to the case study.

8. 3 Result
Mutation testing experiment for this research is based on the mutation testing for java
applications. The java applications case study that has been used as an experiment is Coffee
Maker applications. The mutation testing tools used to carry out the experiment for mutation
testing for java applications is Pitest mutation testing tools. It is a good test if the mutation
coverage for the test cases is 100%.
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a
Pitest Coverage Report
Further discussion of the result for the mutation testing experiment on java applications will be
discuss and analyse. Fig 1 shows the Pitest coverage report for mutation testing on Coffee Maker
applications. The Pitest coverage report shows the percentage of the line coverage and mutation
coverage. In this report it shows that line coverage is only 61%, which means some of the class
in the applications where the line of code is not cover during mutation testing. Meanwhile for
mutation coverage it only covers 38%. It means that our test is not as good as it should be. In
order to achieve the good mutation testing, some changes in the mutation test cases need to be
done until the mutation coverage reach 100% coverage.

Figure 1. Pit Test Coverage Report for Coffee Maker.
i. Coffee Maker Class Report: Fig 2 shows CoffeeMaker.java mutation report where the
mutation coverage is 100%. The mutation coverage is 100% because the mutation test case for
CoffeeMaker.java is all killed and it means that our mutation test cases for CoffeeMaker.java are
good test cases.

Mutations
3

1. replaced return of integer sized value with (x == 0 ? 1 : 0) →

KILLED

1

4
2

1. mutated return of Object value for
edu/ncsu/csc326/coffeemaker/CoffeeMaker::deleteRecipe to ( if (x !=
null) null else throw new RuntimeException ) → KILLED

6

8

8

0

1. removed call to
edu/ncsu/csc326/coffeemaker/Inventory::addCoffee → KILLED

1. mutated return of Object value for
edu/ncsu/csc326/coffeemaker/CoffeeMaker::checkInventory to ( if (x
!= null) null else throw new RuntimeException ) → KILLED

Figure 2. CoffeeMaker.java mutation report.
ii. Main Class Report: Fig 3 shows Main.java mutation report where the mutation coverage for
mutation testing is 0%. This is a very bad mutation test cases for mutation testing because the
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mutation test cases is not all killed and it is all not covers by the mutation testing. It has no
mutation coverage because of the error when derived the mutation test cases. In order to avoid
this happen, many changes need to be done to the mutation test cases until the problem of no
mutation coverage is solved. Then, mutation testing can be carry again until the mutation
coverage is 100% for the best mutation testing. It is also important to make sure the mutation test
case is suitable to the case study applications for mutation testing. When derived the mutation
test cases, need to make the mutation test cases is not have any errors in coding so that the line of
code of the mutation code will cover the mutation line coverage and this problem has never
occurred.
MUTATIONS

2

1. removed call to java/io/PrintStream::println
→ NO_COVERAGE

2

1. removed call to java/io/PrintStream::println
→ NO_COVERAGE

4

6

1. changed conditional boundary →
NO_COVERAGE
2. changed conditional boundary →

3

NO_COVERAGE

6

3. negated conditional → NO_COVERAGE
4. negated conditional → NO_COVERAGE
1. negated conditional → NO_COVERAGE
3
2. removed call to
edu/ncsu/csc326/coffeemaker/Main::addRecipe →
NO_COVERAGE
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Figure 3 .Main.java mutation report.
iii. Inventory Class Report: Inventory.java mutation report is shown in Fig 4 where the mutation
coverage is only 53%. The mutation test case for Inventory.java is not a good test cases because
the mutation test case is not all killed. There is some mutation test cases survived.

MUTATIONS

4

1. changed conditional boundary →
SURVIVED

4
2. negated conditional → KILLED

6
7

1. Replaced integer addition with subtraction
→ SURVIVED

5

8

1. replaced return of integer sized value
with (x == 0 ? 1 : 0) → KILLED

0

1. changed conditional boundary →
SURVIVED

8
9

2. negated conditional → KILLED

1
10

1. Replaced integer addition with subtraction

→ SURVIVED

Figure 4. Inventory.java mutation report.
iv. Recipe Class Report: Recipe.java mutation report is shown in Fig 5 where the mutation
coverage for mutation testing is 53%. It is not a very good mutation test cases for mutation
testing because the mutation test cases has some of the mutation test cases survived and has no
mutation coverage. Even though, some of the mutation test cases has been killed, but if there is
some of the mutation test cases is still survived it is still not a very good mutation test cases for
the mutation testing. In order to get good mutation test cases for the mutation testing, some
changes to the mutation test cases need to be done. The first change is to make the mutation test
cases has 100% line coverage. Then the mutation test cases need to be change again until the
mutation coverage reach 100% of mutation coverage for the mutation testing. So, the mutation
test cases can be categorizing as a good mutation test cases for the mutation testing.
MUTATIONS

44

1. replaced return of integer sized value with (x == 0 ? 1 : 0) → KILLED

1. changed conditional boundary → KILLED
59
2. negated conditional → KILLED

71

1. replaced return of integer sized value with (x == 0 ? 1 : 0) → SURVIVED

1. changed conditional boundary → SURVIVED
113
2. negated conditional → KILLED

Figure 5. Recipe.java mutation report.
v. Recipe Book Class Report: Fig 6 shows RecipeBook.java mutation report where the mutation
coverage for mutation testing is 85%. This is considering a good mutation testing but not a very
good mutation testing because some of the mutation test cases are survived. The survive mutation
test case need to be changes until it be killed. Before mutation coverage reach 100% coverage it
is still not a good mutation testing. If want a very good mutation testing, the mutation coverage
need to be 100%.
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MUTATIONS
1. changed conditional boundary → KILLED
25

2. Changed increment from 1 to -1 → KILLED
3. negated conditional → KILLED
1. changed conditional boundary → KILLED
2. changed conditional boundary → SURVIVED

51

3. negated conditional → KILLED
4. negated conditional → KILLED
5. negated conditional → KILLED

52

1. Changed increment from 1 to -1 → KILLED

1. changed conditional boundary → KILLED
2. changed conditional boundary → SURVIVED
3. changed conditional boundary → SURVIVED
4. negated conditional → KILLED
5. negated conditional → KILLED
6. negated conditional → KILLED
7. negated conditional → KILLED
8. replaced return of integer sized value with (x == 0 ? 1 : 0) → KILLED
9. replaced return of integer sized value with (x == 0 ? 1 : 0) →
KILLED Figure 6. RecipeBook.java mutation report.

9. 4 Discussion
From the analysis, there are some mutation operators that cover by some mutation testing tools.
Not all mutation testing tools cover all mutation operators. Mutation operators that cover by
Pitest testing tools are divided into two which is mutation operators activated by default and
mutation operators deactivated by default.
A. Type of mutation operators in Pitest
Mutation operators that are available for pitest is divide into two sections which is activated by
default and deactivated by default. Table II will shows the list of type of mutation operators that
active by default meanwhile Table III will shows the list of type of mutation n operators that
deactivated by default [3]. Both tables also show the example of original condition of source
code and the mutated conditional of source code.
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TABLE 11. TYPE OF MUTATION OPERATORS ACTIVATE BY DEFAULT.
Mutator

Original
Conditional

Mutated
Conditional

Condition
als
Boundary

<=

<

Increment

++

--

return -i;

return i;

+

-

==

!=

s
Invert
Negatives
Math
Negate
Conditionals
Return
Values

Boolean =
true

Boolean =
false

Void
Method
Calls

public int
foo() {

public
foo() {

int i = 5;

int

int i = 5;

return i;
doSomething(i);
}
return i;
}

TABLE 111. TYPE OF MUTATION OPERATORS DEACTIVATED BY DEFAULT.

Mutato

Original Conditional

r

Mutated
Conditional

Constru
ctor Calls

Object o = new Object();

Object o = null;

Inline
Constant

int i = 42;

int i = 43;

Non
Void
Method
Calls
Remov
e
Condition
als

int i =
someNonVoidMethod();

if (a == b)

int i = 0;

if (true)

8

Experi
mental
Member
Variable

private final int x = 5;

Experi
mental
Switch

public class A {

private final int x =
0;

public class A {

private static final int
VAR = 13

public String foo()
{

public String foo() {

return "13:42";

final int i = 42;

}

return "" + VAR + ":"

}

+ i;
}
}

B. Mutation operators for case study.
Mutation operators that are generated for Coffee Maker case study are mutation operators that
activated by default. The list of mutation operators that are generated are list in Table IV. The
mutation operators that are generated in test cases for Coffee Maker case study is 247 mutation
operators. From the generated mutation operators only 93 mutation operators out of 247 mutation
operators that has been killed. Others mutation operators are survived and has no coverage for the
mutation operators in the test cases. The mutation coverage for the mutation testing is represents
in per cent. Thus, the mutation coverage for mutation testing on Coffee Maker case study is only
38 per cent. It means that our test is not as good as it should be. In order to achieve the good
mutation testing, some changes in the mutation test cases need to be done until the mutation
coverage reach 100% coverage.
TABLE IV. LIST OF MUTATION OPERATORS FOR COFFEE MAKER CASE STUDY.

Mutator

Generated

Killed

Survived

No Coverage

Mutation
Coverage (%)

Conditionals
Boundary
ditionals
Boundary

36

8

19

9

22

Increments

6

3

0

3

50

Void Method
Calls

78

7

2

69

9

Return Values

39

28

4

7

72

Math

15

1

10

4

7

Negate

73

46

3

24

63

9

Conditionals
Total

247

93

38

116

38

5 Conclusions
From the findings, the research concluded that the mutation testing for java applications have been
experimented based from the research studies. Several experiments has been be done in order to get the
research findings which is analyze the mutation testing result from the mutation testing on java
applications.
Research constraints experienced during the completion of the research related to the topic of mutation
testing on java applications is there are some obstacles that cause some types of tools had to be used in
order to achieve the objectives of this research.
Obstacles encountered during the experiment are among the tools used is the mutation testing tool did
not correspond to the latest version. The tools or plugin is not suitable to the Eclipse development
environment. Another hurdles is the JRE(Java Runtime Environment) library support the mutation
testing tools also out-dated and not the current version. Many experiments need to be done according to
the version of mutation testing plugin and JRE library that suitable to the latest version of Eclipse
development environment.
The research for mutation testing is not limited for java applications only. Further study can be done in
the future related to this topic mutation testing for java applications but in different scope. The
suggestions for improvements is the research topic can be related to this topic such as the mutation
testing for mobile applications or smart watch applications as we all know this two applications is the
most demanded applications by users.
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